Trimester Topics

What’s HOT in STEAM??

K-1
Pushes & Pulls
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What is Resilience?

Grades 2-3
Buildings

Resilience is the ability to
recover quickly from a
difficult situation.

Why is it important?
Building resilience helps our students manage stress and
adapt well to change and challenges.

How can I help build resilience in my
student?
1. Make connections
Teach your child how to make friends, including the skill of
empathy, or feeling another's pain. Build a strong family
network to support your child through his or her inevitable
disappointments and hurts. Connecting with people
provides social support and strengthens resilience.
2. Help your child by having him or her help others
Children who may feel helpless can be empowered by
helping others. Engage your child in age-appropriate
volunteer work, or ask for assistance yourself with some
task that he or she can master.

Grades 4-5
Wind Turbines

3. Maintain a daily routine
Sticking to a routine can be comforting to children,
especially younger children who crave structure in their
lives. Encourage your child to develop his or her own
routines.
4. Take a break
Teach your child how to focus on something besides what's
worrying him. Be aware of what your child is exposed to
that can be troubling, whether it be news, the Internet or
overheard conversations, and make sure your child takes a
break from those things that are troubling..
5. Teach your child self-care
Make yourself a good example, and teach your child the
importance of making time to eat properly, exercise and
rest. Caring for oneself and even having fun will help your
child stay balanced and better deal with stressful times.
6. Move toward your goals
Teach your child to set reasonable goals and then to move
toward them one step at a time. It can help build the
resilience to move forward in the face of challenges.
7. Nurture a positive self-view
Help your child learn to trust himself to solve problems and
make appropriate decisions. Teach your child to see the
humor in life, and the ability to laugh at one's self.
8. Keep things in perspective and maintain a hopeful outlook
An optimistic and positive outlook enables your child to see
the good things in life and keep going even in the hardest
times.
9. Look for opportunities for self-discovery
Tough times are often the times when children learn the
most about themselves. Help your child take a look at how
whatever he is facing can teach him "what he is made of."
10. Accept that change is part of living
Change often can be scary for children and teens. Help
your child see that change is part of life and new goals can
replace goals that have become unattainable.
adapted from https://www.apa.org/helpcenter/resilience
Coming Up in March:   Process versus Product

Chamberlain

We have two exciting events happening at Chamberlain this Month!
We are currently building our “Reading Igloo” in the Media center.
Once completed students will be able to use as a reading space as
well as get an idea of what it would be like to live in such a space. It
has been a wonderful exercise in estimation, measurement, problem

solving, engineering, and fun; while practicing recycling, and
repurposing of an everyday object- milk jugs. Our big reveal of the
“Reading Igloo” will be held on STEAM Night. Tuesday, February 26 will
be our first Chamberlain STEAM Night! This evening will be sponsored by
the Chamberlain PTO and includes one super fun STEAM activity per
grade level followed by cookie baking with the PTO.

Here’s a sneak peek of our Reading Igloo.

DiLoreto

Our K-1 students are starting to design and make miniature golf course
holes. They will create obstacles to challenge players as they work their
way through the course. 2nd and 3rd graders are working as architects
as they create blueprints and scale models of the houses they design.
4th and 5th grade students are reaping the wind as they build wind
turbines, and then test their turbine blade designs as they try to
maximize the energy they can generate from the wind provided by a
box fan.

Gaffney

Our K-1 students are getting ready to use the engineering and design
process to create a mini-golf course to show their understanding of
push and pull. Students in grades 2-3 have been thinking like an
architect to design a home for a family. They have designed blueprints
and are working toward the assembly phase of building the houses.
Finally, grades 4-5 students have been “blown away” learning about
wind as an alternative energy source. Students are creating and
redesigning model wind turbines that will produce the most energy. An
extra STEAM project is underway at Gaffney. We are creating an igloo
out of 1 gallon milk jugs. Ask your child about their new STEAM learning
in trimester 2!

Holmes

The students at Holmes have been busy working on their projects for this
trimester. Students in K-1 classes have been working on designing and
building mini golf courses that they will be able to play with their family.
In 2-3 grade, our students have been beginning the process of
designing houses. The students designed and built roofs that they got

New Britain
Public Library
One of the easiest ways
to help your child
develop empathy and
resilience is to share
books that can be a
window into the life of
another culture, or a
problem; or a mirror
that reflects their own
struggles and worries.
Sharing stories with your
child is an excellent
way to spark
conversations and
ideas. From board

to place outside and test their roofs in the snow and rain that we
recently got. Finally, in 4-5 grade, our students have been hard at work
researching, designing, and building wind turbines. Last week, students
got to change one variable on their wind turbine. Ask your child what
variable they changed on their turbine.

Jefferson

The engineering design process is in full force at Jefferson. Our 4th and
5th graders have been inspired by William Kamkwamba, who as a
young boy brought electricity and water to his village in Malawi, Africa.
Our students are creating their own model wind turbines and
redesigning them to be more effective. Second and third graders are
drafting blueprints for a house they will be constructing. First graders
and kindergarteners will be creating miniature golf courses utilizing their
knowledge of pushes, pulls and force. Throughout this trimester, all of
our Jefferson students are demonstrating perseverance by sticking to
the task they must complete.

books, to picture books,
and into middle-grade
chapter books, there
are countless choices
for reading together, or
independently. Our
librarians are happy to
help you find books
that can help you
develop your child’s
social and emotional
skills. Here are just a few
suggestions:

Lincoln

We are extremely pleased to welcome our newest team member Ms.
Crystal Diaz to our Lincoln STEAM Team. In Kindergarten and Grade 1
our students are demonstrating hard work and effort while designing
their own miniature golf course and pulley systems. Our Grade 2 and 3
students are busy using critical thinking to design and build their own
houses. Finally our Grade 4 and Grade 5 are researching, designing,
and building their own wind turbine prototypes. All students have
demonstrated the perseverance and grit to collaborate, communicate
and create, and critically think throughout their STEAM lessons.

Northend

We will be busy during the last couple of weeks of the trimester finishing
up our final projects. Our Kindergarten and grade 1 students are
designing and building their miniature golf courses to show their
understanding of pushes/pulls and forces of motion. Our 2nd and 3rd
graders are becoming architects and creating blueprints to design a
home. They will complete the building of their homes in the next few
STEAM sessions. 4th and 5th grade students are continuing to learn about
wind energy by designing and building their own wind turbine
prototypes.

I Am Human: A Book of
Empathy by Peter
Reynolds

I Am Peace: A Book of
Mindfulness by Susan
Verde

Worries are Not Forever
by Susan Verdick

Wonder  by R.J. Palacio

Before You Sleep: A
Bedtime Book of
Gratitude by Annie
Cronin Romano

I Walk With Vanessa by
Kerascoet

What Do You Do With A
Problem? by Kobi
Yamada
We invite you to visit
the library with your
child for these and
many other titles. We
also have a Parenting
Collection with books
to help you prepare
your child be the best
they can be.
Visit the New Britain
Public Library at 20 High
Street (860-224-3155 x
121); our Jefferson
Branch at 140
Horseplain Road
(860-225-4700); or
online, any time at
www.nbpl.info.

Smalley/RELC

In T2 our K-1 students are preparing to create a pulley system to
represent how simple machines can help solve everyday problems.
They will also create golf clubs and courses to show their understanding
of pushes and forces of motion. Our 2-3 students have been planning
and using blueprints to create a Connecticut style house that can
withstand the climate by testing different materials. Our 4-5 students
have been studying wind energy by creating handheld anemometers
and wind turbines.

Smith

T2 is wrapping up and students are getting ready to build their final
project. K-1 will be building a miniature golf course, 2-3 will be
constructing a home using a floor plan, and 4-5 have been building
and testing out wind turbines.
Students in every grade have improved their collaboration skills as they
work on different activities in STEAM.

Vance

Our K and 1 students are finishing the T2 unit on Pushes and Pulls. They
are building miniature golf courses! Grades 2 and 3 are building a
home using a floor plan that they designed with their groups! Grades 4
and 5 have been learning about renewable energy and wind turbines.
They are designing and making needed changes to get the most
power!
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What is Resilience?
Resilience is the ability to recover quickly from a
difficult situation.

Why is it important?
Building resilience helps our students manage stress and adapt well to change
and challenges.

How can I help build resilience in my student?
1. Make connections
Teach your child how to make friends, including the skill of empathy, or feeling
another's pain. Build a strong family network to support your child through his or her
inevitable disappointments and hurts. Connecting with people provides social support
and strengthens resilience.
2. Help your child by having him or her help others
Children who may feel helpless can be empowered by helping others. Engage your
child in age-appropriate volunteer work, or ask for assistance yourself with some task
that he or she can master.
3. Maintain a daily routine
Sticking to a routine can be comforting to children, especially younger children who
crave structure in their lives. Encourage your child to develop his or her own routines.
4. Take a break
Teach your child how to focus on something besides what's worrying him. Be aware of
what your child is exposed to that can be troubling, whether it be news, the Internet or
overheard conversations, and make sure your child takes a break from those things
that are troubling..

5. Teach your child self-care
Make yourself a good example, and teach your child the importance of making time to
eat properly, exercise and rest. Caring for oneself and even having fun will help your
child stay balanced and better deal with stressful times.
6. Move toward your goals
Teach your child to set reasonable goals and then to move toward them one step at a
time. It can help build the resilience to move forward in the face of challenges.
7. Nurture a positive self-view
Help your child learn to trust himself to solve problems and make appropriate
decisions. Teach your child to see the humor in life, and the ability to laugh at one's
self.
8. Keep things in perspective and maintain a hopeful outlook
An optimistic and positive outlook enables your child to see the good things in life and
keep going even in the hardest times.
9. Look for opportunities for self-discovery
Tough times are often the times when children learn the most about themselves. Help
your child take a look at how whatever he is facing can teach him "what he is made of."
10. Accept that change is part of living
Change often can be scary for children and teens. Help your child see that change is
part of life and new goals can replace goals that have become unattainable.
adapted from https://www.apa.org/helpcenter/resilience
Coming Up in March: Process versus Product
DiLoreto STEAM - The Diloretto Students have been studying
and applying the Engineer Design Process. We have
simplified our design and have used the following youtube
video to help the students remember the Process.
https://youtu.be/6dR3iKaWUoU

We are wrapping up the Volcano unit, students have used the air
dry clay to model one of the types of volcanoes, created a map
of their community and had to imagine the benefits and
disadvantages of living with a Volcano in your community.
Activities and projects consisted of a plate tectonics model and a
Volcano webquest. The culmination project will be to either
create a eyewitness report of an exploding volcano: who, what,
where, why or how or write a myth on why volcanoes erupt.
Our 6th grade has been studying Mars and have been pondering
the question of “needs” and “wants” within a community.
Students designed and built their own community on mars,
constructed a lego model of a rover and space transport. The
picture on the right is a EDP project in which the students had to
create a spacesuit from materials that were available in the
makerspace.

HALS STEAM

Students at HALS continued to use the engineering design
process last month. They challenged themselves to make stable
and strong structures using clothespins, popsicle sticks, designing
their own paper planes etc.They tested them to collect data,
reflect and redesign. They enjoyed a fun “Mix and Mingle”
creative writing activity. Students also continued to read and
research “local” and national Green Spaces”. They will use this
information to build an Effective City for a future long term
project.

Pulaski STEAM

Students continued to use the engineering design process this
month. They challenged themselves to make stable and strong
structures using clothespins, popsicle sticks, designing their own
paper planes etc. and testing them to collect data, reflect and
redesign. They enjoyed a fun “mix and Mingle” creative writing
activity. Students also continued to work on the Zoology unit and
research the habitats, needs and challenges of a chosen specie.

New Britain Public Library
Teen Programs - Grades
6-12

Adult Programs
Slade STEAM
The Slade Students have been studying and applying the
Engineer Design Process. We are wrapping up the Volcano
unit, students have used air dry clay or cardboard to model
one of the types of volcanoes, created a map of their
community and had to imagine the benefits and
disadvantages of living with a volcano in your community.
Activities and projects consisted of a plate tectonics model
and a Volcano webquest. The culmination project will be to
either create a eyewitness report of an exploding volcano:
who, what, where, why or how or write a myth on why
volcanoes erupt.
Our 6th grade has been studying Mars and have been
pondering the question of “needs” and “wants” within a
community. Students at slade worked collaboratively to
design and built their own spaceport from cardboard and a
community map that would allow for a self sustaining
community.
Advisory

Students have been working on how to be more positive in a
negative world. We have been teaching them how to be positive
about themselves first and then others. As well as the impact that
positive and negative interactions have on all of them. We have
discussed the importance of not allowing the negative to take
over their mental and emotional space. How to move past any
negativity that is brought their way and rise above it instead of
take it in.

Art Enrichment
Students are learning about classroom rules and procedures
in order to establish classroom norms. At Slade students will
be starting off learning about Van Gogh to not only give the
teacher a baseline of art knowledge, but to give students
and appreciation for art to build stronger teacher student
relationships.

Culinary
Students recently just left Art Enrichment and started their
Semester in Culinary Arts. Students are learning about
kitchen safety and how they can be successful in their
Culinary Arts environment. Students will have the
opportunity to assess the scene of a kitchen accident
based on their new knowledge of safe kitchen practices.
Students will also learn more about properly measuring
ingredients of all types and amounts so that making their
products is as effective as possible!

